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Let first agree LIPO batteries are charged according to the following curve:

Explained here:

https://batteryuniversity.com/learn/article/charging_lithium_ion_batteries

Therefore a charger should follow the above curve/characteristic.
Other charging methodes are not ok or safe.

A Balanced (managed) Charger is:
1. A more then one cell charger that takes above characteristcs to load each cell.
2. Perhaps characteristics are put on the whole package of cells and stopped when cell is full.
In eather case, each cell is monitored for it's voltage and at the end of the charge each cell should be
at its full charge ~4.2 volts.

A Charger is:
A multicell charger that does not monitor the cells indiviual charges only charges the whole package
which can cause imbalance of the cells. Only stopping when the full package/bank is “full”.

https://batteryuniversity.com/learn/article/charging_lithium_ion_batteries


Balanced Charger:

This is most likely a balanced charger board WITH protection for two 18650 LIPO's (2S) (not 
verified)

This is most likely a balanced charger board WITH protection for two 18650 LIPO's (3S)

TP4065 1S Charger 1Amp with protection circuit. (verified by others)

TP4065 1S Charger 1 amp WITHOUT protection circuit (verified by others)



Charger 
Pre-circuit before a BMS(protection board) giving a characteristic charge U and I for a Lipo cell.
Cells are in  series so this board does NOT and cannot do balancing. (not verified)

1S-2S cells arrangment:

3S cells arrangment:



Protection Board
These board are mostly called BMS board which is incorrect.
The correct name should be protection boards.
Many different variantions are available....claiming BMS which is confusing.
Perhaps some of these have charging chips on them and could be fully regarded as “chargers”.
Perhaps some of these board don't do current/voltage regulation but hey do  “balance” the cells(?).
If such a board would do balancing and if used with the previous “charger” board you could have a 
better setup.
Still full LIPO charge characteristic cannot be guaranteed as this is generated by the preceeding 
charge board for the whole package/bank.
Signs that the board is only a protection board are:

– No dedicated power input and output only a shared
– No Charged/Standby LED
– No Coil for upscailing voltage
– Mostly only mosfet chips (check specs and numbers of chips).
– No power resistors for possible current measurement (shunt)
– Others??


